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The Sensitech® Supply Chain Intelligence Center (SCIC)
presents a summary of major incidents and news articles

EMEA

relating to cargo theft and intelligence for the week ending
12 September 2022.
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logistics business up for sale. The supervisory board
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of the state-owned Deutsche Bahn should approve
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the separation from Schenker this year. The sale is going to be
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conceivable in 2024. Both a direct sale and an IPO is going to
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be examined as an option, with the sale proceeds ideally used
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for the renovation of infrastructure.
Read more: Reuters

Spain
3 September 2022: While guarding the parking lot
of an industrial area in Atarfe (Granada province),
the Civil Guard arrested thieves attempting the steal
goods from a parked truck. As the driver slept in his vehicle
waiting to unload the truck in the morning hours, his truck was
attacked by four thieves. They parked their delivery van right
next to the truck, cut up the tarpaulin, and began to move the
goods into their van. Upon approach by the Guard, the thieves
abandoned the goods in an attempt to flee, but two were
arrested.
Read more: Trans.info (Poland)
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South Africa
8 September 2022: Video captured a truck being
looted while stuck in traffic. These types of thefts are

North & South
America

becoming more common as criminals are no longer
hiding and wait for the night to fall. Robbers have
managed to open the backs of trucks and offloading the boxes
with unknown contents. The truck driver may not be even aware
that his vehicle has been offloaded.

Brazil
9 September 2022: Five men were arrested after

Read more: Opera News

abandoning vehicles with stolen cargo and hiding in

6 September 2022: A suspect was arrested a few

a forest area in Tremembé. According to the Military
Police, at the time the first call came, three men fled

minutes after Hijacking a truck. The suspect was

into the woods; one was arrested.

arrested by the police a few minutes after he and

Read more: UOL (Brazil)

his accomplices allegedly hijacked and robbed two
victims of a large amount of liquor worth about R127 000. The

9 September 2022: Military police officers from

suspects are said to have pointed at the two with firearms and

the Mesquita battalion managed to prevent

instructed them to immediately stop the truck. Thereafter, the

a truck carrying fuel stolen from Petrobras

suspects went inside and then instructed the driver to head
straight to the nearby bushes in Sandriver where upon arrival,
they were locked at the back of the truck and had their faces
covered. The police were notified of the incident by a tracker
company. Two suspects fled upon noticing the police from
Calcutta to evade the arrest, but one was unlucky as he was
cornered. The truck was still loaded with the suspected stolen
liquor.

pipelines from continuing its journey. The incident
happened at Estrada do Outeiro, in Parque Barão do Amapá,
in Nova Iguaçu, Baixada Fluminense. On site, the team
spotted a suspicious movement around the vehicle. According
to the MP, the men found with the cargo said they were
employees of Petrobras, and that moments before the arrival of
the agents, an individual noticed the approach of the police and
fled into the woods.

Read more: Truck and Freight (South Africa)

Read more: Tupi.fm (Brazil)
7 September 2022: Bandits armed with pistols
and at least three rifles shot a retired police officer

The Netherlands

who was escorting the cargo of a truck in the

2 September 2022: A mega terminal is being

central region of São Paulo. According to the police, two retired

built in Europe’s largest container port. MSC is

police officers were surrounded by the bandits, but one of them

building a huge container terminal in Rotterdam

reacted and was wounded. The security guards’ weapons

on Maasvlakte I with a capacity of 6 to 7 million

were also stolen by the gang. During their escape, the criminals

TEU per year on a 2.6 km long deep-water quay wall that can

invaded a shopping mall and exchanged shots with the agents.

accommodate five large container ships at the same time.

Witnesses said that hundreds of cell phones were taken by the

The mega terminal in Rotterdam should be ultra-modern and

gang, but nothing was registered by the supposed owners of

sustainable. The entire terminal is to be built in several phases,

the cargo.

with the completion of the first construction phase scheduled for

Read more: UOL (Brazil)

Q3-2027.
Read more: Trans.info (Poland)
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8 September 2022: Elements of the Secretariat

8 September 2022: Unknown suspects entered

of Public Safety (SSC) of the municipality of Puebla

a yard in Puslinch, Ontario, stealing a 53’ trailer

arrested eight people for the theft of a trailer near

loaded with CAD $50,000 worth of beef patties.

the Central de Abasto in the city of Puebla. Officials

Read more: CTV News

confirmed the recovery of two tractor-trailers loaded with
merchandise and a dry box, which were carrying boxes of
candy. They also seized a firearm, a signal jammer and a car.
Read more: E-Consulta (Mexico)

2 September 2022: Three trailers loaded
$100,000 worth of pork were stolen from a
processing plant in Ottumwa, Iowa.
Read more: CDL Life

7 September 2022: The Attorney General’s Office
of Mexico (FGR), sent two people to trial for their
probable criminal involvement in the crime of
kidnapping, as well as in the theft of federal cargo
transportation, aggravated theft of goods, and carrying a firearm
without a license. Officers of the Secretariat Public Safety made
the arrest in the municipality of Ixtapaluca, State of Mexico.
One of the detained was a minor.
Read more: Municipios Puebla (Mexico)
7 September 2022: Law enforcement arrested six
people for their relation to the crimes of theft of federal
cargo transportation during preventive patrols over the
Acambay–Atlacomulco highway. The officers retrieved
two signal inhibitor devices, two edged weapons and five
cellphones. Following investigations informed that the arrested
formed part of a criminal group that operated in the State of
Mexico.
Read more: Transportes y Turismo (Mexico)
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